About FEBM2022

Due to the impact of the epidemic in recent two years, the world economy has also suffered great fluctuations. "Digital Finance", "Internet Finance" and "Science and Technology Finance" have gradually become hot spots in the industry. Enterprise development is also facing more challenges and difficulties. How should enterprises face the new situation and transformation. FEBM2022 aims to promote the exchange of relevant experts in the field of economy and enterprise management, discuss existing problems and challenges.

Call For Paper

The topic of FEBM2022 is including but not limited to:

**Economics**
Marketing; Finance and Securities; Regional Economic; Tourism Economy; Economic Theory; Ecological Economy; Resources Economy; E-Commerce/E-business; Finance and Tax…

**Business Management**
Human resources; Market management; Sales management; Business management; Quality Management; Production management; Cultural system and mechanism; Fund management…

Conference Proceedings

Publication:  CRC Press/ Balkema (Taylor & Francis Group)
Submitted Index:  CPCI, Scopus, CNKI, etc..

Final deadline for full paper submission:  
October 10, 2022

Contact Us

Email: info@febm.org
Telephone/WeChat: 18507188379
QQ: 3220233357